Sir,

I receivd by Mr. Clitt, your letter & Tom Hanson, who doe better then you expected.

We have had very good seasons for our second planting, it came up as well as you could wish, but the grass is very bad in the field next to Dopes the Negroes is three day in a task, which will destroy sum of the Indigo as it is so young, the Other field is bad Clain and looks well.

Dopes land is Cum up better then I Expected, but a great rem, it wants or it won't Com to Any thing, it look starved. I have planted it all thro' with Corn, it is Cum up.
The Petaters don't look as well as I could wish, they have Compl Vary scattering, But the Corn I hope will make up for it, as it has Every appearance of being good we want blue very much to plant Pease

Tulips has got all the Indigo Plank listed and is now a bout the frame.

The Negros is all well

the provisions I am a point will be scanty, the Corn house sinks fast whether it is wetter or not I can't tell, so I watch it as close as I can.

I will find 22 of them one months a lowerance which will be some help

Your desire Mr Wigg to get four Bushels of Indigo Seed, I am sure you I was Obliged to find nine Bushels more then you had, there fore he must want and pay him next year.

Jam

Sir

Your Obst Sent

John Honey

Hillen Head May 22th 1786.
John Stone
22 May 1888

For all John Ream Esq

[Handwritten notes and calculations]